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Doodling and fidgeting—traditionally viewed in educational contexts as markers of inattention
and poor classroom behaviour—have more recently been considered as possible routes to
improve performance by reducing boredom and its negative impact on memory. However, there
is a surprising lack of well-controlled studies examining this possibility, despite the widespread
adoption of fidget toys and doodling exercises within classroom settings. Here I report two
experiments (total N = 222) that assess the impact of doodling on boredom, attention,
mindwandering and subsequent recall of auditory information. In Experiment 1, participants first
listened to a 15-minute section of a lecture known to induce boredom. Immediately afterwards,
they were asked to jot down important information from a short voicemail while either doodling
(add shading to shapes) or doing nothing in between note-taking. In Experiment 2, participants
listened to the same lecture for 45 minutes under one of four conditions: structured doodling (i.e.,
shade in shapes), unstructured doodling, note-taking, or listen-only. Thought probes assessed
levels of boredom, attention, and mindwandering throughout the lecture. Across studies,
doodling neither reduced boredom nor increased retention of information compared to other
conditions. In contrast, test performance and attention were highest (and mindwandering lowest)
for those focused on note-taking.
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CHAPTER ONE: Introduction
At some point in your life, you have felt the aversive experience of boredom resulting
from the inability to engage in a satisfying activity (Eastwood, Frischen, Fenske, & Smilek,
2012). Evidence suggests that boredom is related to decreased attention (Gerritsen, Toplak,
Sciaraffa & Eastwood, 2014; Malkovsky, Merrifield, Goldberg & Danckert, 2012; Hamilton,
Haier & Buchsbaum, 1983; Hunter & Eastwood, 2016; Carriere, Cheyne & Smilek, 2008; Seib
& Vodanovich, 1998; Damrad-Frye & Lard,1989; Fisher,1998), increased instances of mind
wandering (Pachai, Acai, LoGiudice & Kim, 2016; Seli, Carriere, Smilek, 2015; Steinberger,
Moeller & Schroeter, 2016; Critcher & Gilovich, 2010), and can hinder performance on a variety
of tasks and tests (Pekrun, Hall, Goetz & Perry, 2014; Fitea & Fritea, 2013; Tze, Daniels &
Klassen, 2016). Students are at a higher rate of suffering the negative impacts of boredom due to
its overwhelming presence and persistence in the academic environment (Sinclair, Jang,
Azevedo, Lau, Taub & Mudrick, 2018). During such periods of boredom, it suggested that there
may be observable increases in fidgeting behaviour— an onset and increase in unnecessary body
movements (Mehrabian & Friedman, 1986). A form of fidgeting—task-irrelevant doodling—
may be a functional method of reducing the negative impact of boredom on memory (Andrade,
2010). However, there is a surprising lack of well-controlled studies examining the possibility
that doodling or fidgeting is beneficial, despite the now-widespread adoption of fidget toys and
doodling exercises within classroom settings. Thus, we are in a situation where many educators
have put the cart before the horse by adopting methods that lack empirical support regarding
their effectiveness. The research reported here focused on testing competing theories regarding
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the effect of doodling during episodes of boredom to get a better understanding of its impact on
learners.
The Relationship Between Boredom, Attention and Mindwandering
Boredom is a state that is universally encountered when we find ourselves stuck in a
situation in which we are unable to fully engage our attention with either external environmental
stimuli or internal stimuli such as our thoughts or feelings (Eastwood et al., 2012). When we
realize that we are not able to be engaged, we attribute that feeling to inadequacies of the
environment and consequently feel bored. Attention is a critical component of the experience of
boredom. It is thought that boredom arises from the inability to attentionally engage with
information in a satisfying way (Eastwood et al., 2012). Research suggests that the less attentive
an individual is in a situation, the higher chance they have of perceiving that situation as boring
(Gerritsen et al., 2014). Additionally, when the circumstance involves a task that is difficult to
attend to, the difficulty heightens levels of boredom (Carriere, Cheyne & Smilek, 2008).
The question then becomes, where does the focus of your attention go when the activity
is boring? Research suggests that attention shifts away from the external task at a time like this to
less strenuous mental processes and thereby facilitate a break. Rather than depleting mental
resources to try to stay outwardly focused when you are struggling to attend, switching attention
to internal thoughts may allow your mind to save cognitive resources for information that is
ultimately more useful (Pachai et al., 2016). The resulting mindwandering can be either
intentional (i.e. deliberately letting your thoughts drift from the situation or task) or unintentional
(i.e. your thoughts unintentionally drift from the circumstance or task) (Seli et al., 2015).
Unintentional mindwandering is thought to be a marker of boredom to the extent that when
2

people realize their mind has involuntarily drifted, they take that as an indication that it occurred
because they must have been bored. (e.g., Critcher & Gilovich, 2010). Thus, any activity that
acts to reduce boredom may also be expected to have a corresponding impact on levels of
mindwandering.
Because the experience of boredom is quite common for many students, it can be a
persistent problem for educators trying to help students learn (Sinclair et al., 2018). This is
underscored by the possibility that boredom-related failures of attention and increases in
mindwandering can impact performance (e.g., Fritea & Frieta, 2013; Tze, Daniels, & Klassenm,
2016; Eren & Coskun, 2016; Pekrun et al., 2014; Goetz et al., 2012), including in specific
educational settings. A study conducted by Pekrun, Hall, Goetz and Perry (2014), for example,
found a reciprocal relationship between boredom and exam performance for university students.
They found that the level of course-related boredom was linked to worse exam scores, not only
in that course (see also Fitea and Fritea, 2013) but in other classes as well. Moreover, Pekrun et
al. observed that poor exam performance was predictive of subsequent levels of boredom in
future scenarios. To more directly evaluate the relationship between boredom and academic
performance, Tze, Daniels and Klassen (2016) conducted a meta-analysis of results from twentynine studies involving more than 19,000 students. The analysis suggested that there was a
negative influence on their subsequent learning and achievement when students experienced
boredom specifically in class, rather than when studying. Given the apparent link between
boredom and impaired learning, it appears to be essential for educators to have a method that
allows them to detect when a student is experiencing boredom. Having an easy-to-implement
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intervention that can reduce boredom and its negative cognitive consequences would also be of
great value.
The Possible Functional Role of Fidgeting and Doodling During Boring Episodes
In a learning environment, the onset and rise in the unnecessary body movements known
as fidgets— defined by Mehrabian and Friedman (1986) as the engagement or manipulation of
objects (e.g., pens, fidget toys) or your own body (e.g., tapping your foot)— is traditionally
viewed as a critical marker for the onset of boredom (Seli et al., 2014). Fidgeting as an indication
of one’s boredom became a noteworthy topic in the scientific literature as early as 1885 when
Galton observed fidgets in bored individuals during a lecture:
When the audience is intent each person forgets his muscular weariness and
skin discomfort, and he holds himself rigidly in the best position for seeing and
hearing…But when the audience is bored the several individuals cease to
forget themselves and begin to pay much attention to the discomforts attendant
on sitting long in the same position. (Galton, 1885, p.174)
What is interesting about Galton’s analysis is the notion that attention has a lot to do
with the onset in which people begin to fidget. It appears that when the individual’s taskrelated attention begins to decline, they become increasingly aware of their current level of
boredom. The more their attention shifts from the task to unrelated thoughts, the more likely it
is that the body will then also begin to wander. Suggesting that it may be possible to know
when an individual is experiencing boredom based on their outward behaviour. Interventions
aimed at reducing boredom and its negative cognitive consequences may be most effective if
targeted at periods when there are increases in task-irrelevant movements.
4

Traditionally fidgeting was viewed in educational contexts as a marker of inattention
and poor classroom behaviour. Research on naturalistic fidgets (e.g., swaying in your chair)
assessed this view by evaluating whether fidgeting is indeed an indication of inattention.
Farley et al. (2013), tested this perspective using both self-report measures of attentiveness
during lecture viewing and observations of participants’ fidgeting behaviour. Results suggest
that fidgeting impacted the ability to retain lecture material over and above the effect of
inattention, thus implying that fidgeting was not merely a marker of inattention. Fidgeting
may have helped to offset the negative distress of having to sustain attention for a prolonged
period. However, boredom was not manipulated, making it challenging to understand whether
the individual needed to re-engage their attention.
Boredom can also be defined as a “state of nonoptimal arousal”, which occurs when
there is a difference between the individual’s physiological activity that is required for peak
performance and the stimulation available within the individual’s environment (Eastwood et
al., 2012). In a state of boredom, it is possible to have insufficient or excessive levels of
arousal. Boredom with low arousal is typically represented through extreme tiredness,
whereas high arousal could be frustration and agitation from boredom. The Optimal
Stimulation theory created by Hebb (1955) is explained by Kercood and Banda (2012) as to
how organisms achieve homeostasis (a stimulatory state) through initiating stimulation
seeking activity (i.e. fidgeting, physical activity). Therefore, individuals are motivated to
achieve an optimal level of arousal and will seek out ways to achieve that level. Fidgeting may
be functional in helping an individual regulate their arousal levels to a point at which allows
them to re-engage their attention (Hartando, Krafft, Iosif & Schweitzer, 2015; Mead &
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Scibora, 2016; Stalvey & Brasell, 2006; Kercood & Banda, 2012; Andrade, 2010). Research
on doodling published by Andrade in 2010 speculates and supports such a theory.
Doodling is a commonly used form of task-irrelevant behaviour, which involves
creating marks or drawings of things that are entirely unrelated to the information to which an
individual is supposed to be attending (Meade, Wammes & Fernandes, 2019). More recently,
doodling is veered as a learning technique based on research conducted by Andrade (2010),
showing its ability to reduce boredom and increase recall for information. Participants in
Andrade’s study were placed in one of two conditions— doodle or control— and were asked
to listen to a two-and-a-half-minute voicemail that mentioned the names of multiple people
and places. The doodling group was asked to shade in a set of shapes on a sheet of paper while
listening, whereas the control group was asked to listen. Both groups were asked to write
down each of the people’s names mentioned in the voicemail as soon as they heard them but
told before they start that they would not be tested on any of the information later.
Nevertheless, participants were given a surprise test upon completion of the voicemail
in which they were asked to recall not only all of the people’s names that they had just written
down but also all of the city names. Importantly, participants who doodled recalled
significantly more information from the voicemail than those in the control group. It may be
that participants in this study were more prone to experiencing boredom because they had just
completed a much longer study before taking part in this experiment. As a result, the author
speculated that doodling might have helped participants offset the negative impact of boredom
by increasing levels of arousal, thus preventing more mindwandering.
However, there are a few issues with this account, starting with the fact that boredom
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was never reliably induced or measured in the study. Additionally, the participants’ level of
attention or mindwandering was also not considered. More recent research (Boggs, Cohen &
Marchand, 2017) focusing on mindwandering found results that are inconsistent with those
reported by Andrade (2010). Boggs and colleagues (2017) did not see benefits to structured
doodling (shading in shapes) in comparison to just listening in their task. Additionally,
unstructured doodling (doodling images) hindered performance. Thus, there is a critical need
to confirm whether doodling is indeed beneficial for remembering information as well as, to
test whether such benefits are due to the impact of doodling on participants’ level of boredom,
attention, and mindwandering.
During a period of boredom, it makes sense that as your mind begins to wander off
thinking about unrelated ideas, your body does the same thing. Since you are not focusing your
attention on anything specific, you may not even notice the unconscious movement of your own
body. It is then practical to suggest that fidgeting methods may function because of a wandering
mind during periods of boredom. Previous research found that increases in mind wandering
during a task predict increases in fidgeting behaviour (Carriere, Seli & Smilek, 2013). As a
result, our mind becomes restless, and our body does as well (Seli et al., 2014). The link
between motor restlessness and mental restlessness (mindwandering) were studied using two
experiments. What they found was that both self-reported fidgeting and observable fidgeting is
related to deep levels of mindwandering. Carriere and colleagues (2013) found that fidgeting is
explicitly linked to unintentional forms of mind wandering through self-report measures.
Looking further into this theory, Seli and colleagues (2015) conducted two studies involving
participants self-reporting their current mindwandering at different time points throughout a task
7

while sitting on a Wii Balance Board which tracked their fidgets. In the first study, they found
that fidgeting did occur more when individuals were mindwandering than when they were on
task. A second experiment was conducted to see if the level of mind wandering that was taking
place was associated with fidgeting. From the self-report scales what they found was that deep
levels of mindwandering were associated with increased fidgeting behaviour. These results
suggest that unintentional forms of mind wandering are related to increases in fidgeting
behaviour. However, what appears to be missing from these studies is the experience of boredom
and how it may be having an impact on the individual.
Boggs and colleagues (2017) looked at the effects of doodling on the ability to recall
information attempts to get at the experience of boredom and mindwandering a bit further.
Participants in this study were asked to attend to a five-minute conversation recording and
complete a test on the information. The participants were randomly assigned to one of four
listening conditions: control (listen), note-taking, structured doodle (shade in shapes), and
unstructured doodle (doodle anything). Participants in the unstructured doodle group performed
significantly worse than those in the structured doodle condition and the note-taking condition.
The authors speculated that participants who were in the unstructured doodle condition were
mindwandering more than those in the other conditions, and as a result, they were unable to
retain the information as well. The primary issues are that there is not a measure of boredom,
mindwandering or attention in the experiment. It is impossible to know if the doodling caused
mindwandering and if that mindwandering and doodling reduced boredom.
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The Current Study
From the research, it appears that not all methods of fidgeting are the same and that there
may be some cognitive functionality of using doodling during an experience of boredom —
however, the theories regarding the usefulness of doodling conflict. On the one hand, it seems
that doodling may be a beneficial means to increase one’s attention levels and focus more on the
task, hence reducing boredom (attention theory; Andrade, 2010). On the other hand, we have the
notion that doodling is merely a method of allowing the mind to take a mental break, and thus
would involve the absence of attention on the task (mindwandering; Boggs et al., 2017). The
conflicting and limited research on doodling makes it challenging to know if it is a viable method
for educators and students to implement in the context of learning. However, we know that such
practices have already been implemented and phased into the classroom environment. For that
reason, this research will look at answering a few questions that previous research failed to
assess.
In Experiment 1, I sought to replicate and extend the study conducted by Andrade
(2010). The goal was to examine if doodling improves recall ability for the material taught in a
uninteresting environment. The main reason for this replication was to induce a boredom
psychological state for all participants and have a valid measure of boredom levels to ensure that
the induction was successful.
The focus of Experiment 2 was to simulate a more real-world learning environment by
having participants listen to a regular length lecture, and have a multiple-choice test based on the
material. Conditions for this study include a control, note-taking, structured doodle and
unstructured doodle replicated from Boggs and colleagues (2017) research. The addition of the
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unstructured doodling represents real-world doodling more effectively, and the note-taking
condition simulates the methods typically used in a classroom. Additionally, I used measures of
boredom, attention and mindwandering throughout the lecture so that I could look at what effect
doodling had on these cognitive processes across time. Lastly several questionnaires were used
both in-session and during online mass-testing survey (administered by the Subject Pool
Software for Universities; SONA) to look at whether there is a relationship between an
individual’s tendency to doodle (DSAQ) and their propensity to fidget (SAQ), experience
mindwandering (MWQ), persistent boredom (BPS), attention-related cognitive errors (ARCES),
and lapses in attention (MAAS-LO). The SAQ is used to assess whether those who self-report
being high in fidgeting behaviour, also report being high in doodling behaviour. The
Mindwandering Questionnaire (MWQ) is implemented to measure trait levels of mindwandering
(Mrazek, Phillips, Franklin & Broadway, 2013). The MWQ is used to examine to what extent
levels of mindwandering correlate with doodle tendency. This correlation will help address the
discrepancies in mindwandering displayed in Andrade’s (2010) (i.e., doodlers mindwander less)
and Boggs and colleagues (2017) research (i.e., doodlers mindwander more). The Boredom
Proneness Scale (BPS) was used to measure the propensity in which a person experiences
boredom (Farmer & Sundberg, 1986). If it is true that doodling does reduce boredom (Andrade,
2010), there should be a negative correlation between BPS and DSAQ.
Additionally, if it is true that doodling helps to reengage attention to the task (Andrade,
2010) higher doodle propensity should then be negatively correlated with attentional failures
(ARCES), and lapses in attention (MAAS-LO). However, Boggs and colleagues (2017) research
would suggest that if you are focusing too much on doodling, you cannot accurately focus your
10

attention on the task. A positive correlation between DSAQ, ARCES and MAAS-LO would
indicate such a link.
CHAPTER TWO: Experiment 1
Here I examined the effect of adding a secondary task (structured doodling) compared to
no additional task on subsequent recall ability. The goal of Experiment 1 was to see if I could
replicate the findings suggesting in Andrade’s (2010) doodling research. For this experiment, I
closely followed the methods reported in Andrade’s (2010). Participants listened to boredom
inducing lecture and report their overall boredom. Right after, the participant listened to a
voicemail recording while either doodling and note-taking, or just note-taking. Participants were
then asked to recall information from the voicemail. The boredom induction and self-report are
not consistent with Andrade’s (2010) methods but was necessary to ensure participants were
bored before the experimental task. Based on the results in Andrade’s (2010) study, the
assumption is that individuals in the doodle condition would perform better when being asked to
recall the information. Yielding such results would be to aid the theory suggested by Andrade
(2010) that speculates doodling can be used to heighten arousal in a boring situation and thus
increase attention and reduce mindwandering.
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Method
Participants and design.
Participants consisted of 50 (43 female) undergraduate students at the University of
Guelph between the ages of 17-28. Participants were recruited using the SONA participant pool
and received course credit for their participation. Once in the lab, participants gave informed
consent in writing. The University of Guelph Research Ethics Board (REB protocol #16-12-398)
approved the study. Participants are randomly assigned to a control condition or a doodle
condition.
Materials.
Recorded lecture. Participants listened to a 15-minute recorded lecture titled “The Dark
Ages” from an introductory Ancient Greek History course using headphones. The audio was
obtained from OpenYale Courses (http://oyc.yale.edu) and was used to induce boredom.
Previous experiments in the lab have successfully used this video to produce a significant
amount of boredom.
Voicemail. Participants listened to a 2.5-minute voicemail using headphones. The
voicemail script was adopted from Andrade’s (2010) study and was slightly modified. The script
was kept the same except for the names of places were altered to reflect that of the geographical
area of the participants. The speaker was a female who talked in a slow, monotone voice. (See
Appendix A)
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Multidimensional State Boredom Scale-8. (MSBS-8; Hunter, Dryer, Cribbie &
Eastwood, 2015) Before and after watching the lecture video, participants are asked to complete
the MSBS-8 using Qualtrics online survey software. The shortened version is the MSBS is
known as the MSBS-8 and measures only the experience of boredom at that time. The
Cronbach’s Alpha suggests that the MSBS-8 has excellent reliability (α = 0.94) (Hunter et al.,
2015). For that reason, questions 1, 3, 9, 10, 22, 23, 24 and 28 are of use out of the 29 items. The
questions are presented with a sliding scale with numbers ranging from 1(strongly disagree) to
7(strongly agree). These answers are then summed to give a total boredom score, the higher the
score, the more subjective boredom the individual had at that time (max score of 56). The
MSBS-8 includes items such as “I feel bored”, and “I wish I was doing something more
exciting”. (See Appendix B)
Procedure.
Participants signed up for the study via SONA participant pool. Once in the lab, informed
consent was gathered in writing, and participants were asked to complete demographic questions
and the MSBS-8. Participants then listened to the first 15 minutes of the lecture audio. After
listening to the lecture, participants completed the MSBS-8 again. Immediately after, participants
were instructed to listen to a short voicemail and pretend that the speaker is a friend who has
called to invite them to a party. Participants are randomly assigned to either doodle condition or
the control. For the doodle condition, participants have a regular sheet of white paper with
squares and circles alternating across the sheet in rows. The right column of the page had 4.5 cm
of space to write the names of people (See Appendix F). While listening to the participants in the
doodle condition were asked to shade in the shapes and write down the names of the people
13

going to the party on the right-hand side. Participants were told “It does not matter how neatly or
how quickly you do this - it is just something to help relieve the boredom” (Andrade, 2010). The
control condition was given a regular blank sheet of white paper and told to write the names of
people going to the party, and not to write anything else. Both conditions were given a regular
pencil to do so and told they would not be tested on their ability to recall this information. Once
completed, the participant’s response sheet was collected, and they were asked to wait in the
room (they had to wait for 1 minute). The participant was then asked if they expected a memory
test and to orally recall the names of people going to the party (attended information) as well as
the names of places mentioned (unattended information). Ordering of the questions was flipped
to ensure counterbalancing.
Results
To ensure participants were bored before the voicemail listening task, summed MSBS-8
scores from before and after the lecture were analyzed in a paired samples t-test. Results suggest
that participants were significantly more bored after listening to the lecture video (M = 38.46, SD
= 8.10), than they were prior to the video (M = 32.2, SD = 7); t(49) = -5.55, p <.001, d = .39).
Participants had to recall eight names of people going to the party (ignoring the names of
people who were not) and eight names of places mentioned in the tape. Any other names recalled
are scored as a false alarm, and 1 point for every false alarm is deducted from their recall score
for that category. The reason for doing this is because participant may have recalled names of
people who are in the tape, but are not going to the party or may have mentioned random names
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that were never actually in the voicemail. The reason for using this method of scoring was to
follow the design and analysis that Andrade (2010) used.
Before the removal of false alarms, participants in the control group recalled on average 4
party goer names (SD = 1.41) and 1.44 city names (SD = 1.26). Participants in the doodle group
recalled on average 3.48 (SD = 1.73) party goer names, and 1.28 (SD = 1.46) city names. Results
from a 2 (doodling, control) x 2 (names, places) mixed measures ANOVA revealed that
participants remember names significantly better than places F(1,48) = 59.07, p <.001, ηp2 = .55.
The recall for doodlers is not significantly different from the recall for the control, F(1,48) =
1.47, p = .23, ηp2 = .03, and there is not a significant interaction, F(1,48) = .34, p =.56, ηp2 =
.007.
On average false alarms for the control group names were .64 (SD=.91), and places were
.28 (SD=.74). False alarms for the doodle group names were on average .64 (SD =.76), and .12
(SD = .33) for the places. After removing false alarms, the control group recalled 3.36 (SD =
1.89) party goers and 1.16 (SD = 1.46) city names. For false alarms a 2 (doodling, control) x 2
(names, places) mixed measures ANOVA revealed that participants made more false alarms for
people than places F(1,48) = 12.23, p =.001, ηp2 = .20. The false alarms for doodlers is not
significantly different from the recall for the control, F(1,48) = .25, p = .62, ηp2 = .005, and there
is not a significant interaction, F(1,48) = .40, p =.53, ηp2 = .008.
The total memory score (after removing false alarms) for the doodle group recalled 2.84
(SD = 2.10) name and 1.16 (SD = 1.60) places. The control group recalled 3.36 (SD = 1.89)
names and 1.16 (SD = 1.46) places. For the total memory score a 2 (doodling, control) x 2
15

(names, places) mixed measures ANOVA showed that people were remembered better than
places, F(1,48) = 28.82, p <.001, ηp2 = .55. The total memory score for doodlers is not
significantly different from the recall for the control, F(1,48) = .55, p = .46, ηp2 = .01, and there
is not a significant interaction, F(1,48) = .52, p =.48, ηp2 = .01.
Table 1. Mean and standard deviation for correct recall, false alarms and overall memory scores
for names and places in the control and doodle groups. (n = 25 per condition)
Condition
Control
Mean
Names

Places

Doodling
SD

Mean

SD

Correct

4

1.41

3.48

1.73

False Alarms

.64

.91

.64

.76

Memory Score

3.36

1.89

2.84

2.10

Correct

1.44

1.26

1.28

1.46

False Alarms

.28

.74

.12

.33

Memory Score

1.16

1.46

1.16

1.60

Discussion
Previous studies have suggested that doodling may be a helpful intervention strategy in a
boring situation by distracting the individual from their boredom and thereby increase the ability
to recall information (Andrade, 2010). However, our results suggest that this notion may not be
entirely accurate, especially when an individual is experiencing boredom. From this experiment
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there is a clear sense that there is little difference between the participants who doodled or did
not doodle, this suggests that doodling may not in fact aid recall ability for the voicemail
material when experiencing boredom. It could be the case that participants in Andrade’s (2010)
study did not experience boredom before going into the voicemail task and as a result, were able
to engage their attention with the material thoroughly. Whereas, in our study, participants were
already bored and thus would have a harder time re-engaging their attention.
What we do not know from this study alone is how boredom played a role in the
voicemail task. In a typical learning environment, boredom tends to occur during the actual task
not prior. Additionally, most educational settings require attention for much longer than two-anda-half minutes, so the length of the task was far too short to be reflective of a real-life scenario.
The voicemail may not have been long enough for the participant to disengage with the material.
It is also impossible to know if doodling was functional in any way because I had no measure of
attention or mindwandering during the task.
CHAPTER THREE: Experiment 2
I conducted Experiment 2 to assess the impact of doodling on boredom, attention,
mindwandering and retention in a more ecologically-valid task. The conditions in Experiment 2
are control, note-taking, structured doodle and unstructured doodling to replicate those used in
Boggs, Cohen and Marchand (2017) experiment. Thus, allowing for comparisons between
different types of doodling (structured and unstructured) versus having no secondary task
(control). The listening task was changed to relate more to a classroom by increasing the time of
the task and by using a real lecture from a university. I chose a lecture known to induce boredom
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and then added thought probes throughout the lecture to get self-reports of boredom, attention
and mindwandering. Lastly, I included several surveys to look at individual differences in
doodling, fidgeting, attention, boredom and mindwandering. These questionnaires were used to
look at the differences between individuals with a high or low propensity to doodle, in
comparison to their everyday attentional lapses, mindwandering, and boredom proneness. The
reason being is because Boggs and colleagues (2017) had mentioned that doodling might have
differing cognitive impacts based on whether that individual already a had tendency to doodle in
the first place. As a result, I was able to look at the relationship between these everyday
cognitive mechanisms and doodling habits with minimal impact from the lab experiment.
Attention Theory: If the idea that doodling aids attention and reduces mindwandering
were accurate, I would expect to see that participants in the doodling conditions would have
significantly less mindwandering and better attention compared to those who did nothing or took
notes. Consequently, doodlers would also have lower boredom scores and perform better on the
memory test for lecture material. In terms of individual difference measures, the DSAQ should
negatively correlate with the BPS, MWQ, ARCES and MAAS-LO.
Mindwandering Theory: However, if the idea that doodling fosters boredom and
mindwandering were accurate, we would expect the see that doodlers mindwander significantly
more than note-takers or the control. Additionally, unstructured doodlers would mindwander
more than structured doodlers. As a result, doodlers would perform worse on the memory test
and have higher boredom scores compared to the control and note-takers. The questionnaires
examining individual difference measures should show the DSAQ positively correlated with the
BPS, MWQ, ARCES and MAAS-LO.
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Method
Participants.
Participants consisted of 172 (43 per condition, age: M = 19.08, SD = 2.46, female = 145,
male = 27) undergraduate students at the University of Guelph. They were recruited using the
SONA participant pool and received course credit for their participation. The University of
Guelph Research Ethics Board approved this study.
Materials: Mass testing.
Spontaneous Activity Questionnaire. (SAQ; Carriere et al., 2013). The SAQ was
completed by participants during mass testing to get a measure of an individual overall tendency
to fidget. The questionnaire has a total of 8 questions with excellent internal consistency (α =
0.94). Examples of the SAQ questions are “I fidget while I am in deep thought” and “I fidget
when I am worried about something”. Answers for the SAQ range from 1 (never) to 7 (always),
with higher scores (max score is 56) indicating an individual have a greater tendency to fidget.
Previous studies have found that the SAQ positively correlated with the Mindful Attention
Awareness-Lapses Only questionnaire and the Attention Related Cognitive Errors Scale
(Carriere et al., 2013). (See Appendix C)
Boredom Proneness Scale. (BPS; Farmer & Sundberg, 1986). The BPS was completed
during mass testing to measure an individual’s propensity to experience boredom. Unlike the
other boredom questionnaires that look at boredom at that specific time, the BPS looks at how
often the individual experiences boredom in his/her daily life. The BPS includes 28 items with
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questions such as “I find it easy to entertain myself” and “It takes me more stimulation to get me
going than most people”. The BPS has acceptable reliabaility (α = .79). Participants may answer
True (1 point), False (0 points) or not answer at all (Note: items 1, 7, 8, 11, 13, 15, 18, 22, 23 and
24 reversed scored). The higher the sum of the responses is indicative that the individual has a
higher boredom proneness. Previous research shows that there is a relationship the BPS and
mindwandering, suggesting that higher boredom proneness is related to more off task thought
(Isacescu, Struk & Danckert, 2017). Additionally, the BPS positively correlates with the MAASLO and ARCES (Carriere, Cheyne & Smilek, 2008). Meaning, a higher instance of boredom is
related to more lapses in attention and failures of attention (See Appendix D).
Mind Wandering Questionnaire. (MWQ; Mrazek, Phillips, Franklin & Broadway,
2013). The MWQ is completed during mass testing to measure an individual’s overall tendency
to mindwander. The questionnaire consists of 5 items with good internal consistency (α = .85).
Responses range from 1 to 6, with one being almost never and six being almost always.
Examples of the questions included in the MWQ are “I do things without paying full attention”
and “I mindwander during lectures or presentations. Higher scores (max score of 30) indicate a
higher propensity to mind wander. (See Appendix E)
Materials: In-session.
Recorded lecture. Participants listened to the first 45-minutes of the recorded lecture
titled “The Dark Ages” from an introductory Ancient Greek History course (same as Experiment
1).
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Thought probes. Participants were asked thought probes at points throughout the video.
At 9, 18, 27, and 36 minutes the lecture audio would stop playing to ask participants about their
level of boredom (“How bored were you prior to the probe?”), attention (“How much attention
were you paying prior to the probe?”), and mindwandering (“Where was your attention focused
just before the probe?”) All the thought probes are answered using a Likert-scale ranging from
0(not at all/none/on task)- 7(extremely, a lot, off task).
Multidimensional State Boredom Scale-8. (MSBS-8; Hunter, Dryer, Cribbie &
Eastwood, 2015) Before and after watching the lecture video, participants are asked to complete
the MSBS-8 using Qualtrics online survey software. The MSBS-8 the same questionnaire used in
Experiment 1. (See Appendix B)
Mindful Attention Awareness Scale – lapses only. (MAAS-LO; Carriere et al., 2008).
After watching the lecture video, participants are asked to complete the MAAS-LO. The MAASLO is a measure of attentional lapses and memory failures. The test includes all the questions
from the MAAS with the exclusion of items 2,6 and 12 to look at just attentional lapses. The
MAAS-LO has good reliability (α = 0.83) as shown in a variety of studies (e.g., Carriere, Seli &
Smilek, 2013; Cheyne, Carriere, Smilek, 2006; Carriere, Cheyne & Smilek, 2008).Examples of
these questions include “I find myself doing things without paying attention” and “I rush through
activities without really being attentive to them”. A Likert-scale ranging from 1-6, one
representing almost always and six representing almost never is used to respond. Responses are
summed, and lower scores indicate higher attentional lapses (max score of 72) MAAS-LO has
been shown to be positively with correlated Attention Related Cognitive Errors (ARCES),
suggesting that there is a relationship between increased lapses in attention and more failures of
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attention (Carriere, Seli & Smilek, 2013; Cheyne, Carriere, Smilek, 2006; Carriere, Cheyne &
Smilek, 2008). (See Appendix F)
Attention-Related Cognitive Errors. (ARCES; Cheyne, Carriere & Smilek, 2006).
Participants complete the ARCES after listening to the lecture via Qualtrics online survey
software. The ARCES consists of 12 questions ranging from 1 (never) to 5 (very often), with
higher scores (max score of 60) indicating more attention-related cognitive errors. Cronbachs
Alpha suggests that the ARCES has good interal consistency (α = 0.88). Examples of the
ARCES questions are “I have gone to the fridge to get one thing (e.g. milk) and taken something
else (e.g., juice)” and “I have lost track of a conversation because I zoned out when someone else
was talking”. (See Appendix G)
Doodle Spontaneous Activity Questionnaire. (DSAQ). The DSAQ was completed by
participants after the lecture to get a measure of an individual overall tendency to doodle. The
DSAQ is merely a modified version of the SAQ (Carriere et al., 2013) to focus specifically on
doodle tendencies. The questions were changed from “I fidget” to “I doodle”. Examples of the
modified DSAQ questions are “I doodle while I am in deep thought” and “I doodle when I am
worried about something”. Answers for the DSAQ range from 1 (never) to 7 (always), with
higher scores (max score is 49) indicating an individual have a greater tendency to doodle. (See
Appendix H)
Retention questions. Participants were asked to complete a set of 28 multiple choice
questions to measure their retention of lecture material. The questions asked had to do with
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specific lecture content (i.e. Where do we see civilization for the first time in the Aegean Sea
area?). (See Appendix I)
Procedure.
Participant participated in this study by signing up via the SONA participant pool.
Participants were required to complete the mass testing to be eligible for participation. Once in
the lab, informed consent was gathered in writing. Immediately after, the participant was asked
to complete a demographic survey and the MSBS-8 using Qualtrics online survey software.
Instructions are provided to the participant on what the study would entail. Participants are told
they would be listening to the audio of a lecture through headphones and that the headphones
were not to be removed. They were also told that questions would be appearing on the screen
during the lecture audio which would require them to thoroughly read the question and then
make an honest response using the numbers on the keyboard to respond. Participants are told that
there would be a memory test at the end of the lecture, so they should pay close attention to the
material. At this point, they were given instructions based on their randomly assigned condition
and then the audio was started. The control condition was not given any secondary task to do
while listening. The note-takers were instructed to take notes while listening to the lecture
anytime they were not answering questions on the screen (thought probes). Participants were
given five sheets of blank white paper with two pencils and a pen to use. The structured doodlers
were instructed to shade in shapes while listening to the lecture anytime they were not answering
questions on the screen (thought probes). They were not to do anything else or write notes.
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Participants were given five sheets of paper with alternating shapes on them, with two
pencils and a pen to use. (See Appendix J). Lastly, the unstructured doodlers were instructed to
doodle while listening to the lecture anytime they were not answering questions on the screen
(thought probes). They were not to doodle lecture material or write notes. Participants were
given five sheets of blank white paper with two pencils and a pen to use. Upon completion, the
participants completed the MSBS-8, DSAQ, MAAS-LO, ARCES and retention test via
Qualtrics. Participants were then debriefed on the purpose of the study and thanked for their
participation.
Results
Boredom Induction
To ensure participants were bored during the task, summed MSBS-8 scores from before
and after the lecture were put into a paired samples t-test. Results suggest that participants were
significantly more bored after listening to the lecture video (M = 36.69, SD = 7.69), than they
were prior to the video (M = 32.44, SD = 6.95), t(171) = -7.24, p <.001 regardless of the task
condition.
Thought probes.
A 4 (control, note-taking, structured doodle and unstructured doodle) x 4 time (9, 18, 27,
and 36 minutes) mixed ANOVA was conducted to examine the development of boredom,
attention and mindwandering over time as a function of task condition. A Greenhouse Geisser
correction is applied to all degrees of freedom.
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Boredom. I assessed the influence of condition on self-reported levels of boredom across
time (See Figure 1). Results suggest there was a main effect of time F(2.78, 466.71) = 22.07, p <
.001, ηp2 = .12, meaning that overtime participants in all conditions became significantly more
bored. Pairwise comparisons with a Bonferroni correction showed that boredom scores 36
minutes into the lecture (M = 4.97, SD = 1.85) were significantly higher than boredom scores at
9 minutes (M = 3.88, SD = 1.73); t(171) = 6.65, p < .001, 18 minutes (M = 4, SD = .1.85; t(171)
= 6.73, p < .001, and 27 minutes (M = 4.34 SD = 1.91); t(171) = 5.16, p < .001, d = .14. This
suggests that boredom was successfully induced during the lecture audio. Contrary to both
theories there is no main effect of condition F(3,168) = .94, p = .42, ηp2 = .02 and no interaction
between time and condition F(9,466.71) = 1.24, p = .27, ηp2 = .02. It was hypothesized that if
doodling aided attention, boredom would have decreased overtime in those conditions, whereas
if doodling fostered mindwandering boredom would have been significantly higher compared to
the control.
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Figure 1. Boredom as a function of task condition (control, note-taking, structured doodle and
unstructured doodle) x time (9, 18, 27, and 36 minutes). Boredom rated on a scale of 1-7, 1 =
“Not at all”, 7 = “Extremely” (Experiment 2). (Error Bars = SE) (n = 43 per condition)
Attention. I assessed the influence of task condition on self-reported levels of attention
across time (See Figure 2). Results suggest there was a main effect of time F(2.83, 475.46) =
37.81, p <.001, ηp2 = .18. Pairwise comparisons with a Bonferroni correction showed that
attention scores at 9 minutes (M = 4.91, SD = 1.44) were significantly higher than attention at 18
minutes (M = 4.42, SD = 1.70); t(171) = 4.34, p < .001, d = .10 , 27 minutes (M = 3.93, SD =
1.67); t(171) = 7.71, p < .001, d = .26, and 36 minutes (M = 3.77, SD = 1.65); t(171) = 8.71, p <
.001, d = .31. These results suggest across all four task conditions, attention levels decreased as a
function of time. There was however a main effect of condition F(3,168) = 6.09 p = .001, ηp2 =
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.10. Post hoc tests using the Bonferroni correction revealed that note-takers paid significantly
more attention than the control (p =.01), structured doodle (p = .022), and unstructured doodle (p
=.001) conditions. These results are not in line with the notion that doodling aids attention, and
do not suggest that doodlers paid less attention than the control. Additionally, there was no
interaction between time and condition F(9, 475.46) = 1.15, p = .33, ηp2 = .02.
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Figure 2. Attention as a function of task condition (control, note-taking, structured doodle and
unstructured doodle) x time (9, 18, 27, and 36 minutes). Attention rated on a scale of 1-7, 1 =
“Not at all paying attention”, 7 = “Full attention” (Experiment 2). (Error Bars = SE) (n = 43 per
condition)
Mindwandering. I assessed the influence of task condition on self-reported levels of
mindwandering across time. Results suggest there was a main effect of time F(3,504) = 36.94, p
<.001, ηp2 = .18. Pairwise comparisons with a Bonferroni correction showed that mindwandering
scores at 9 minutes (M = 3.28, SD = 1.56) were significantly lower than attention scores at 18
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minutes (M = 3.67, SD = 1.77); t(171) = -3.07, p < .001, 27 minutes (M = 4.24, SD = 1.75);
t(171) = -7.31, p < .001, and 36 minutes (M = 4.48, SD = 1.75); t(171) = -8.73, p < .001, d = .31.
The results show that mindwandering increased significantly over time. There and a main effect
of condition F(3,97) = 11.49, p < .001, ηp2 = .17. Post hoc tests using the Bonferroni correction
revealed that note-takers mindwandered significantly less than control (p < .001), structured
doodle (p < .001), and unstructured doodle (p < .001) conditions. Once again, the results do not
suggest that doodling reduces mindwandering during a boring task or that doodling serves as a
mental break allowing the mind to wander significantly more than doing nothing. There was no
interaction between time and condition F(9,504) = .55, p = .84, ηp2 = .02.
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Figure 3. Mindwandering as a function of task condition (control, note-taking, structured doodle
and unstructured doodle) x time (9, 18, 27, and 36 minutes). Mindwandering rated on a scale of
1-7, 1 = “Not at all on task”, 7 = “Completely on task” (Experiment 2). (Error Bars = SE) (n = 43
per condition)
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Retention.
A One-way ANOVA was conducted to compare the effect of task condition on retention.
Results suggest that the condition had a significant effect on the ability to recall the lecture
information, F(3,168) = 9.55, p < .001, ηp2 = .15. Post hoc tests using the Bonferroni correction
revealed that note-takers were able to recall significantly more than those in control condition (p
= .004), unstructured doodle (p < .001), and structured doodle (p < .001). See Table 2 for
descriptive statistics.
Table 2. Mean and standard deviation for overall retention score based on condition. (n = 43 per
condition)

Retention
Condition

Mean

SD

Control

16.63

3.47

Note Taking

19.09

2.79

Structured Doodle

15.95

3.40

Unstructured Doodle

15.69

3.45

Individual differences.
To look at the difference between people who tend to doodle compared to those who did
not, I performed a median split. The two doodle conditions were collapsed to create a median
score for doodle tendency. Anyone above the median of 15 was considered to have a high
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tendency to doodle, whereas anyone below or on the median of 15 had a low doodle tendency. I
wanted to use this to see if people differed in the self-report questionnaires based on their doodle
tendency. To start, I looked at the difference between high and low doodlers in their tendency to
experience attention cognitive errors. This revealed that people who tend to doodle more also
had higher scores for attentional related cognitive errors (ARCES) (M = 40.42, SD = 5.74) than
those doodled less often (M = 37.28, SD =5.75); t (78) = -2.44, p =.017, d = .07). There were no
differences between doodle groups in terms of retention, boredom proneness (BPS),
mindwandering tendency (MWQ), attentional lapses/memory failures (MAASLO), and state
boredom after the lecture (MSBS). See Table 3 for descriptive statistics.
Table 3. Mean and standard deviation for individual difference measures split between high and
low doodle tendency (DSAQ). (Low DSAQ n = 39, High DSAQ n = 41)
Group
Low DSAQ
Individual Difference Measures

Mean

SD

High DSAQ
Mean

SD

ARCES

37.28

5.75

40.41

5.74

BPS

10.66

4.55

10.47

3.72

MAAS-LO

51.95

7.88

54.39

7.26

Post-MSBS8

36.62

8.90

37.54

7.38

MWQ

19.24

4.61

20.21

3.48

Retention

16.54

2.87

15.59

3.72

To look at individual differences based on the questionnaires, a Pearson Product Moment
Correlation was conducted (See Table 4). The DSAQ is positively correlated with the SAQ,
suggesting that there is a relationship between having a higher tendency to doodle and a higher
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tendency to fidget. Additionally, there is a positive correlation between DSAQ and ARCES.
Suggesting that as doodle tendency increases so does the instances of experiencing attentionrelated errors. DSAQ is also positively correlated with MAAS-LO, meaning that higher doodle
tendency is associated with more lapses in attention. It appears there is no relationship between
the tendency to doodle (DSAQ) and the tendency to experience boredom (BPS) or mindwander
(MWQ). Additionally, the results from the thought probe analysis found no difference in the
amount of boredom or mindwandering experienced during the task while doodling (structured
and unstructured) in comparison to not doodling (control). Fidget tendency was also positively
correlated with MAAS-LO and ARCES (e.g. Carriere et al., 2013), but unlike doodling,
fidgeting is a positive correlate of mindwandering (MWQ). Once again aiding to the idea that
methods of fidgeting may not be equal. It is worth noting that this research did find a positive
correlation between ARCES and MAAS-LO, and thus providing a replication of their
relationship (e.g. Carriere, Seli & Smilek, 2013; Cheyne, Carriere, Smilek, 2006; Carriere,
Cheyne & Smilek, 2008). Additionally, the results show a positive relationship between the BPS
and measures of attention as found in previous research (ACRES & MAAS-LO) (e.g. Carriere,
Cheyne & Smilek, 2008).
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Table 4. Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficients of All Individual Difference
Measures. (MAAS-LO, n = 172; BPS, ARCES, MWQ, SAQ and DSAQ n = 161) * p < .05. ** p
< .01 (2-tailed).

Individual Difference Measures
BPS

ARCES

MAAS-

MWQ

SAQ

DSAQ

.365**

.348**

.147

-.011

.597**

.384**

.297**

.251**

.496**

.376**

.231**

.455**

.073

LO
.223**

ARCES
MAAS-LO
MWQ
SAQ

.253**

DSAQ

Discussion
The results in Experiment 2 indicate that boredom levels did not differ between our task
conditions. Instead, all conditions were significantly more bored closer to the end of the lecture
than they were when it had just started. It appears neither method of doodling was able to reduce
boredom levels in comparison to having no secondary task or even note-taking. The assumption
in Andrade’s (2010) study is that the act of doodling might have relieved boredom, and that is
why participants in the doodle condition performed better. But after using self-report measures of
boredom, it appears doodling does not affect boredom any differently than note taking or doing
nothing.
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Additionally, attention levels decreased over time for all conditions except note-taking.
Note takers paid significantly more attention to the lecture than all other conditions in the study.
Therefore, note-taking is still a better option for increasing student’s attention levels compared
to other methods. However, there was no significant difference in the attention levels of those
who were doodling both unstructured and structured and those who were in the control (single
task) condition — indicating that for our sample, there was no added benefit of doodling
compared to doing nothing in terms of engaging one’s attention. I also found that participants
mindwandered significantly more over time across all the task conditions. Although note-takers
mindwandered more over time, they mindwandered considerably less than participants in the
other conditions. These results show that both increased attention and reduced mindwandering
can be achieved using the technique of note taking rather than having a student doodle or do
nothing. These effects carry over to later test performance as shown by note-takers having
significantly higher test retention scores in comparison to doodlers and the control. Such results
are of interest because even though note-takers did not differ in their overall level of boredom,
the act of note-taking successfully reduced the cognitive impacts of boredom on attention and
mindwandering.
It is questionable if doodling is helpful for everyone, or if it is only beneficial for those
who already tended to doodle in the first place. I took this possibility into account by comparing
doodle tendency to questionnaire scores and retention. What I found was that there was no
difference between individuals who had a high tendency to doodle, and those who did not
participate in the doodle conditions in terms of their ability to recall information. Put briefly; it
does not matter if you are someone who doodles a lot or someone who does not; it did not
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improve your memory for the lecture. Interestingly, those who have a high tendency to doodle
also have a higher tendency to experience attention-related cognitive errors.
I wanted to examine how an individual’s tendency to doodle outside of the lab was
related to their propensity to fidget (SAQ), experience mindwandering (MWQ), persistent
boredom (BPS), attention-related cognitive errors (ARCES), and lapses in attention (MAASLO). The results do not support the notion that doodling is related to mindwandering or
boredom. The correlation could have been positive or negative, depending on the research
reviewed. Andrade’s (2010) study suggested that doodling would be negatively related to
mindwandering (e.g., more doodling would mean less mindwandering) whereas, Boggs and
colleagues (2017) investigation had suggested a positive relationship (e.g., more doodling would
mean more mindwandering). Neither speculation came through in the examination because
mindwandering was not related to doodle tendency. The correlation results suggest that doodle
tendency is not associated with the propensity to experience boredom. There does not appear to
be a relationship between the frequency that a person doodles and how much they experience
pervasive boredom. However, it became clear that there is a relationship between the more you
doodle and increased instances of attentional failures and lapses. The results from the correlation
also indicated the doodle frequency, and fidget frequency are related.
CHAPTER FOUR: General Discussion
This research intended to look further at the competing theories regarding the usefulness
of doodling during episodes of boredom in an academic environment. The first theory, which is
probably the most popular in the field of education, is the doodling can be used to increase
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attention levels and thus reduce boredom and mindwandering (Andrade, 2010). As a result,
students should perform better on a test if they doodled while learning the material. However,
results from both of our experiments do not verify such an effect. In Experiment 1, participants
showed no difference in their ability to retain information based on condition. When comparing
the two conditions, it appears that structured doodlers performed similarly to the control when
having to recall the places mentioned, but nominally worse when they had to recall the people.
However, Experiment 1 alone did not provide enough detail to understand the impact on
attention. For that reason, Experiment 2 included measures of attention throughout the task to
track those changes over time based on the differing conditions. In terms of recall performance,
Experiment 2 yielded similar results to Experiment 1, once again indicating doodlers did not
perform better than the control, and they performed significantly worse than those who took
notes. Aligning with these results, participants’ attention scores for both the control and doodle
conditions were substantially lower than those who took notes. It is then not viable to suggest
that doodling helps improve attention by reducing boredom as there is no reduction in boredom
or increases of attention for the doodle conditions. Reasons, why the results are not consistent,
could be that Andrade (2010) did not adequately induce boredom, and thus participants did not
have a cause to disengage from the task in the first place. If the task is one that is not considered
boring or attentionally demanding, doodling may be beneficial for recalling the information.
However, typically students do not use doodling when they have an interest in what is taught more commonly doodling is implemented during periods of boredom, and thus it makes sense to
study it in a similar context.
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The second less popular theory is that doodling is just the aftermath of a wandering mind
that is produced by boredom (Carriere et al., 2013; Seli et al., 2014). The expectation is that
mindwandering and boredom would both increase over time, but would be more significant for
those who doodled, more specifically the unstructured doodlers. In Boggs and colleagues (2017)
study, they showed that unstructured doodlers performed significantly worse when recalling the
information in comparison to the note-takers and structured doodlers. Presumably, those who
had to doodle in an unstructured fashion would mindwandering more because they had to think
about what it was they were going to doodle on the paper whereas the structured doodlers had to
mindlessly shade in shapes without putting thought into what they were doing. Experiment 1 did
not thoroughly touch on this theory, but it did provide some preliminary data to suggest that
those who were doodling were most likely not paying more attention than the control group
because they performed similarly on the recall. If doodlers had performed better, it would have
indicated that they were not mindwandering more than the control.
Similarly to Boggs and colleagues (2017), Meade, Wammes and Fernandes (2019)
examined the effect of task-relevant drawing, structured doodling, free-form doodling
(unstructured), and writing on subsequent recall ability. Participants in this study were asked to
complete one of the tasks while either listening to a list of words or a narrative story with target
words embedded. The research found that free-form doodling had a significant negative impact
on a participant’s ability to recall target words. Also, structured doodling showed minimal
influence on recall in comparison to just writing out the target words. The author’s reason that
structured doodling involves less attention and therefore has less impact on memory, whereas
having to creatively generate doodles puts more attentional demands on the individual and thus
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reduces their ability to recall the information. Suggesting that free form doodlers are in fact,
mindwandering more than the structured doodlers and as a result impeding on memory.
In Experiment 2, I was able to look closer at this theory by implementing self-reported
mindwandering scales throughout the task. Results suggest that although both mindwandering
and boredom increase across time, it was not dependent on doodling or doing nothing. Levels of
mindwandering and attention across time between the structured and unstructured doodlers
remained relatively parallel, and retention was not statistically different. If the speculation made
in Boggs and colleague’s (2017) and Meade’s and colleagues (2019) research were correct, we
would have expected to see that for unstructured doodlers attention would be lower, and
mindwandering higher compared to structured doodlers and the control. This task was 40
minutes longer than what has typically used, and as a result, may have impacted the results. As a
result, participants were in a situation where it was more likely they would become bored and
mindwander. Additionally, we are unable to know if mindwandering is what accounted for this
difference in Boggs and colleagues (2017) study because participants did not self-report their
levels of off-task thought. Therefore, it is unclear what caused the difference in performance
across conditions.
The experiments conducted provide strong evidence to suggest that the cognitive
measures used were equally impacted by doodling and doing nothing. These results are not
surprising if considered with previous fidgeting research conducted in the lab. In this
experiment, participants sat on a Wii Balance Board that tracked their body movements while
they watched boredom inducing lecture. During the lecture, thought probes randomly asked the
participant questions relating to their boredom, attention and mindwandering levels. Immediately
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after, a multiple choice test is administered to measure lecture retention. Results suggest that
even though fidgeting frequency (how often someone fidgets) and magnitude (the size of the
fidgets) differs among individuals, it has no impact on the participant’s attention, boredom,
mindwandering or even their ability to retain lecture content. Once again, aiding to the idea that
fidgeting is comparable to doing nothing while listening to a lecture.
Across two experiments, it is increasingly evident that doodling might not have any
functional benefits during an experience of boredom. Although we typically regard doodling as a
method for increasing attention and alleviating boredom, both experiments yielded no such
effects. These results make sense when thinking about the way we define boredom, it is a
pervasive emotion that happens when we want to engage our attention but is unable to
(Eastwood et al., 2012; Sinclair et al., 2018). Therefore, to alter boredom, we would have to
modify the situation that is causing the boredom in the first place. Meaning that adding different
fidgeting measures to a boring experience would not affect the individual’s ability to engage
attention because the learning situation is unchanged. A study conducted by Sinclair and
colleagues (2018) looked at positive and negative emotions across time during a computer-based
learning program. The results from this study suggest that of all emotions measures (i.e.
boredom, frustration, pride, curious and so on) boredom was the only emotion that was a cause
for concern because students had a relatively small chance of moving from that emotion once it
felt. Therefore, it could be that the only way to alleviate and prevent boredom would be to
change the task multiple times throughout the learning context. One way to do this is by having
teachers change the delivery method of each lesson so that it is not always consistent and thus
avoids the feeling of being stuck in the same boring experience (Nett, Goetz & Daniels, 2010).
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Students have found that being able to “escape” the situation is also helpful for alleviating
boredom (Net et al., 2010). However, it would not be ideal to have students continually leaving
as they lease during a lesson. It could be helpful to have multiple break periods throughout the
class to let students spend time doing other non-related tasks.
Results from this research show that it is in the educator’s best interests to stick with the
formal note-taking approach as much as possible. Although note-taking does not offer any relief
to boredom, it does have the ability to alleviate some attentional demands and produce better test
scores. Teachers may take this knowledge into account and attempt to develop lessons which
encourage more consistent note-taking rather than just listening.
It is important to note that doodling in the lab, may not produce the same effects as when
doodling in a real-world situation. Although we try to replicate what it would be like in a regular
classroom, there are a lot of variables that we cannot account for. Additionally, motivation alone
is a considerable component that we cannot address in our study. There will always be a
difference in how motivated students are in a classroom task, compared to how motivated
participants are in a short study that they receive credit for no matter the outcome. Additionally,
in the lab, we take away the naturalism of doodling by placing participants in conditions and
asking them to do one specific task. It may be the case that students stagger their doodling by
using if for short periods, or during moments when they know that the information taught is not
as useful. As a result, we may not be able to replicate a participants doodle strategy in the lab, the
way they would typically use it. It may be that some people doodle pictures of the lecture
material or mix their doodles with their notes. For this study, we controlled unstructured doodlers
not to take notes or doodle information on the lecture material. Structured doodlers were only
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able to shade in shapes. In most learning environments, students have the choice on how they
want to doodle, and maybe providing such strict guidelines of how they doodle influences the
results. Although this study provides a better understanding of the cognitive mechanisms
impacted by structured and unstructured doodling, it does not fully reflect in class free form
doodling. Future studies should look at how to assess boredom and attention while in the
classroom environment allowing for students to doodle in the way that they would more
naturally do so.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A: Voicemail Script (Experiment 1)
Script used for the voicemail task in Experiment 1 adapted from Andrade 2010
‘‘Hi! Are you doing anything on Saturday? I’m having a birthday party and was hoping
you could come. It’s not actually my birthday; it’s my sister Jane’s. She’ll be 21. She’s
coming up from Toronto for the weekend, and I thought it would be a nice surprise for
her. I’ve also invited her boyfriend William and one of her old schoolfriends, Claire, but
she doesn’t know that yet. Claire’s husband Nigel was going to join us, but he has just
found out that he has to go to a meeting in Sudbury that day and won’t be back in time.
I thought we could have a barbecue if the weather is nice, although the way it has been so
far this week, that doesn’t look likely. I can’t believe it has got so cold already. And the
evenings are really drawing in, aren’t they? Anyway, there is plenty of space indoors if it rains.
Did I tell you that I have redecorated the kitchen? It is mainly yellow—the wallpaper is yellow
and so is the woodwork, although I thought it would be better to leave the ceiling white to make
it look lighter. I’ve still got the old blue fittings—they are pretty battered now, but I can’t afford
to replace them at the moment. Do you remember Craig? I used to share a flat with him when
we were both working for that bank in Peterborough. He has bought a house in Barrie now, but
he promises to take time off from gardening to come to Jane’s party. Suzie is going to be there
too. She’s the person I met at the pottery class in Orangeville last year. Apparently, she has got
really good at it and may even be having an exhibition of her work soon. Will you be able to
bring some food? Maybe chips or peanuts, something along those lines. Jenny from next door is
going to bring a quiche, and I’ll do some garlic bread. I found a good recipe for punch—you
warm up some red wine with gin and orange juice plus cloves and cardamom and cinnamon.
Add some brown sugar if it’s not sweet enough. The boys from the house down the road have
promised to bring some of their homebrew. There are three of them sharing that house now—
John, Tony and Phil. I think they were all at college together. Phil teaches at a primary school in
Flesherton now and the other two commute to Shelburne each day. I think they both work in the
hospital there—I know Tony was training to be a nurse at one point, so maybe he is qualified
now. John can’t come on Saturday because his parents are coming to stay for the weekend, but
Phil and Tony should be there. Tony has to pick their cat Ben up from the vet so he may be a bit
late. By the way, did I tell you about our holiday in Timmins? It was a complete disaster. We
were camping, and it rained constantly. We spent most of the time in museums, trying to keep
dry and then, to make matters worse, Nicky got her handbag stolen. I was quite glad to get back
to work after that. Anyway, I hope you can make it on Saturday—let me know if you want to
stay over. Bye!’’
Names to recall: Jane, William, Claire, Craig, Suzie, Jenny, Phil and Tony (8 in total).
Places to recall: Toronto, Sudbury, Peterborough, Barrie, Orangeville, Flesherton, Shelburne,
and Timmins (8 in total).
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Appendix B: Multidimensional State Boredom Scale-8 (MSBS-8)
Instructions: Please respond to each question indicating how you feel right now about yourself
and your life, even if it is different from how you usually feel. Responses range from 1(strongly
disagree) to 7(strongly agree).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Time is passing by slower than usual.
I am easily distracted.
I seem to be forced to do things that have no value to me.
I feel bored.
I am wasting time that would be better spent on something else.
My mind is wandering.
I want something to happen, but I’m not sure what.
I feel like I’m sitting around, waiting for something to happen.
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Appendix C: Spontaneous Activity Questionnaire (SAQ)
Rating from 1 (never) to 7 (always)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

I fidget.
Relative to other people, I feel I fidget.
I fidget when I am at home and talking on the phone.
I fidget when I am planning ahead for something.
I fidget when I am worried about something.
I fidget while I read my e-mail.
I fidget while I am deep in thought.
I fidget while I am reading a book/magazine or surfing on the Web.
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Appendix D: Boredom Proneness Scale (BPS)
Participants may answer True (1 point), False (0 points) or not answer at all (Note: items 1, 7, 8,
11, 13, 15, 18, 22, 23 and 24 reversed scored).
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Appendix E: Mind Wandering Questionnaire
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

I have difficulty maintaining focus on simple or repetitive work.
While reading, I find I haven’t been thinking about the text and must, therefore, read
it again.
I do things without paying full attention.
I find myself listening with one ear, thinking about something else at the same time.
I mind–wander during lectures of presentations.
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Appendix F: Mindful Attention Awareness Scale – Lapses Only (MAAS-LO)
Questions are answered using a 1 (almost always) - 6 (almost never) scale
.
1.
I could be experiencing some emotion and not be conscious of it until some time later.
2.
I find it difficult to stay focused on what’s happening in the present.
3.
I tend to walk quickly to get where I’m going without paying attention to what I
experience along the way.
4.
I tend not to notice feelings of physical tension or discomfort until they really grab my
attention.
5.
It seems I am “running on automatic” without much awareness of what I’m doing.
6.
I rush through activities without being really attentive to them.
7.
I get so focused on the goal I want to achieve that I lose touch with what I am doing
right now to get there.
8.
I do jobs or tasks automatically, without being aware of what I’m doing.
9.
I find myself listening to someone with one ear, doing something else at the same time.
10.
I find myself preoccupied with the future or the past.
11.
I find myself doing things without paying attention.
12.
I snack without being aware that I’m eating.
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Appendix G: Attention-Related Cognitive Errors
Responses range from 1 (never) – 5 (very often)
1. I have gone to the fridge to get one thing (e.g., milk) and taken something else (e.g.,
juice).
2. I have lost track of a conversation because I zoned out when someone else was
talking.
3. I have gone into a room to get something, got distracted, and wondered what I went
there for.
4. I begin one task and get distracted into doing something else
5. I have absent-mindedly misplaced frequently used objects, such as keys, pens,
glasses, etc.
6. I have to go back to check whether I have done something or not (e.g., turning out
lights, locking doors).
7. I go into a room to do one thing (e.g., brush my teeth) and end up doing something
else (e.g., brush my hair). I fail to see what I am looking for, even though I am
looking right at it.
8. I have absent-mindedly mixed up targets of my action (e.g. pouring or putting
something into the wrong container)
9. I make mistakes because I am doing one thing and thinking about another.
10. I have absent-mindedly placed things in unintended locations (e.g., putting milk in
the pantry or sugar in the fridge).
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Appendix H: Doodle Spontaneous Activity Questionnaire (DSAQ)
Rating from 1 (never) to 7 (always)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

I doodle.
Relative to other people, I feel I doodle.
I doodle when I am planning ahead for something.
I doodle when I am worried about something.
I doodle while I read my e-mail.
I doodle while I am deep in thought.
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Appendix I: Retention (Experiment 2)
You will now be asked a series of multiple choice questions regarding the lecture content.
To what extent did the students in the class participate in the lecture?

o
o
o

Students responded to 1-3 questions asked by the lecturer
Students frequently asked questions on their own
Students did not participate in the lecture

Which of the following courses did the lecture most likely come from?

o
o
o
o

Philosophy of interpersonal relationships
Introduction to philosophy
Psychology of romantic relationships
Introduction to ancient Greek history

What is the name of the island located in the middle of the Aegean Sea?

o
o
o
o

Thera
Kasos
Krevatia
Tilos

Which of the following ideas/theories did the lecturer spend the most time discussing?

o
o
o
o

The operation of the judicial system
The downfall of the Mycenaean civilization
The reason why Thera Island exploded
The downfall of the sovereign system
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Which of the following best defines the word “annexe”?

o
o
o
o

Some powerful individual
A tool used for making swords
A water well
Royal goods

The following statement best aligns with which theory explaining the fall of the Mycenaean
Civilization: “Heracles’ sons return to conquer the land".

o
o
o
o

Internal uprisings
Climactic shifts
Droughts
A Dorian invasion

Sir Arthur Evans was an ________.

o
o
o
o

"Greek man"
"Irish man"
"European man"
"English man"

What Language did the Mycenaean's speak?

o
o
o
o

Italian
Greek
Turkish
French

What did Heinrich Schliemann find?

o
o
o

Arisbe
Troy
Elaeus
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o

Percote

The language written by the Minoans has been deciphered.

o
o

True
False

The Minoans are Greek.

o
o

True
False

Linear A is a

o
o
o

syllabary
alphabet
logography

Linear A uses how many (letters/symbols/characters)?

o
o
o
o

Around 20
Around 60
Around 40
Around 30

Writings in clay were designed and used for __________.

o
o

"Practical use."
"Future generations."

Mycenae has never been excavated

o
o

True
False
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Why did they build the civilization away from the sea?

o
o
o
o

Erosion
Security
Tsunami
More ore inland

At any point during the audio, did the lecturer cough?

o
o

Yes
No

At any point during the audio, did the audience laugh?

o
o

Yes
No

Where do we see civilization for the first time in the Aegean Sea area?

o
o
o
o

Island of Cyclades
Island of Kasos
Island of Crete
Island of Thorbes
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What is the name of the city and famous palace complex located on the Northern shore of the
Island?

o
o
o
o

Konosos
Tilos
Kasos
Krevatia

What is the geographical location of Mesopotamia?

o
o
o
o

Modern Syria
Modern Iraq
Modern Iran
Modern Egypt

In Linear B scripts, what does each symbol represent?

o
o
o
o

a letter
a syllable
a word
a phrase

Where did ancient civilizations in the Mediterranean area avoid building their citadels?

o
o
o
o

On top of hills
Beside the sea
In rocky, hard to access areas
Near farmland
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What items mentioned in the video were highly traded throughout the Mediterranean area?

o
o
o
o

Weapons
Livestock and produce
Aromatic Oils
Silks

What is Wanack?

o
o
o
o

Boss/controller
Slave
God/religious figure
Farmer

Who were the dominant people of Asia Minor?

o
o
o
o

Mongols
Israelites
Anatolians
Hittites

Which island in the middle of the Aegean Sea blew up?

o
o
o
o

Thera
Kasos
Tilos
Krevatia

Who were the original Greeks?

o
o
o
o

Circassians
Assyrians
Palaeans
Achaeans
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Appendix J: Structured Doodle Sheets (Experiment 1 & 2)

Experiment 2

Experiment 1
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Appendix K: Unstructured Doodle Sheets (Experiment 2)

Example Unstructured Doodle Sheets
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